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Frigo Breda to
open Moerdijk
facility
The Dutch port is looking to attract more perishable cargo from Europe
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Breda has announced that it is

products like meat or fish to be inspected

limit road traffic between Rotterdam and

building a new facility at the Port

in Moerdijk arriving by container.

Antwerp, creating a more reliable supply

of Moerdijk, due to open in June, as it looks
to attract more perishable cargo to the

chain for its clients as well as a more
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company’s managing director Reiner van
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300m quay and a new head office.
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The new facility will help the port attract
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products and this is a well-needed addition.
Certainly due to the opportunities moving
more by Short Sea, barge and rail. Due to

handled 37,000 pallets capacity spread over

“Next to this we will have a rail connection

this project we can speed up this modal

six locations, so Moerdijk expansion will

which we can use to attract perishables

shift.”

more than treble its existing capacity.

from the whole of Europe and amongst

In addition to the coldstore, the company
is to build a container yard with sufficient
reefer-plugs for cooling loaded

reefer

containers. A new Border Inspection Point

others export again via short-sea and barge
combined with Deep-sea export again to
the end-destination.”
Elderen noted that using more water and
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